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Introduction

COPENHAGEN ECONOMICS

• Copenhagen Economics is one of the leading 
economics firms in Europe. 

• Founded in 2000, the firm currently employs 
more than 75 staff operating from our offices in 
Copenhagen, Stockholm, and Brussels. 

• Multiple nationalities: Danish, Swedish, Finnish, 
German, Italian, Lithuanian, American, Brazilian, 
Belarussian, Romanian and Icelandic.

• We support clients across the globe, particularly in 
Europe, the Americas, Africa, and Asia.

• Being professionals in the field of economics means 
we have a comprehensive understanding of 
industry economics, market dynamics, and the 
BEPS concept of value creation.  

• We employ state-of-the art economic models to 
develop our recommendations, which are customized 
to each client’s specific challenges and opportunities. 

Over the last decade, the Telecommunications industry (“the Telecom industry”) has 

dramatically reshaped its competitive landscape. Following changes in the business 

environment, the Telecom industry is experiencing new transfer pricing challenges. Our transfer 

pricing team at Copenhagen Economics has extensive experience in assisting Telecom 

operators to develop and implement transfer pricing policies tailored to their specific business.

CONTENT

In this presentation, we outline:

• A summary of the main challenges and 
trends in the Telecom industry,

• The transfer pricing challenges arising from 
these trends,

• Our transfer pricing experience in the 
Telecom industry,

• An overview of the scope of transfer pricing 
services we provide, and 

• What you can expect when working with 
Copenhagen Economics.

We support our clients with pragmatic 

solutions for internal and external strategic, 

legal and taxation purposes.
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OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY & EXCELLENCE

In order to operate most efficiently and leverage key industry 
expertise in the local markets, many Telecom operators restructure 
themselves. 

Some examples of such restructurings include:

Centralized platforms: Platforms are often jointly developed by 
central entities and local operations and managed by one entity. 
Licenses grant the local operations the right to access the platforms.

Centralized services: Various commercial and telecom-specific 
services are centralized in order to reap the benefits of standardization 
and centralization, while providing best practices to the local 
operations. 

Centralized procurement: The centralization of procurement  
allows Telecom operators to better leverage their purchasing power 
and experience in conducting negotiations in order to obtain favorable 
terms with external suppliers.

Digitalization of customer interaction: Channeling store-based 
to internet-based customer interaction for pre- and post-sales activities 
leads to cost efficiencies for the local operations. In addition, Big Data 
will be key for profiling customers and increase customer effectiveness.

Telecom Industry: Trends & Challenges – Sounds familiar?
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The Telecom industry is characterized by rapid transformations and disruptions: mobile and fixed line services are overhauled

in importance by the emergence of new service offerings, primarily driven by data usage. Such technological developments, 

including the use of Advanced Analytics, Machine-to-Machine (M2M), and Big Data, enable the development of new 

products. At the same time, this leads to increased competition, where more and more new competitors enter the Telecom 

industry: Over-the-top players, IT providers, groups active in the Internet of Things and many others. As a result, Telecom 

operators need to respond to this new competition through (1) operational efficiency and excellence and (2) innovation, 

organically or through M&A, in order to combat decreasing ARPU and increasing churn rates.

INNOVATION

Technological advancements offer the Telecom industry new 
commercial opportunities: Migrating customers and upselling to 
new products with the objective to increase ARPU and reduce churn. 

Innovation in the Telecom industry includes:

Network upgrades: Investments in the network infrastructure (e.g. 
upgrade from copper to fiber cables) increase the data transmission 
capacity and speed, which paves the way for new products and 
upselling opportunities.

Digitalization: Provision of services and content (e.g. music, video 
and sports) through digital channels and platforms increase customer 
loyalty, which increases ARPU and reduces churn.

New products: Development of new products including mobile 
financial services (MFS), fixed-mobile convergence, data security, 
data-focused solutions (e.g. data storage), and Internet of Things (IoT) 
products (e.g. related to the automotive and smart home) lead to new 
revenue streams and hence higher ARPU.

TV: Broadcasting/online streaming of external and proprietary TV 
channels and high-value content (e.g. sports events) serve as customer 
attraction tools.
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Your Transfer Pricing Challenges

Telecom operators face a number of transfer pricing challenges stemming from these two trends: 

innovation and operational efficiency & excellence. Do you also face these challenges?

INNOVATION

Network upgrades: Following investments into the building or enhancement of an international network, MNEs 
must determine how to allocate the return from such investments intra-group.

Digitalization / New products: Telecom operators that have developed new digital and non-digital 
products/platforms must determine how to remunerate the developing party, the infrastructure provider, as well as 
the local market entities selling the respective services.

TV: In instances where procured TV content and/or proprietary TV channels produced in-house are made 
available in various countries, MNEs must determine how to price access to such content/TV channels internally, 
and ensure that all parties generating value in the transaction are compensated at arm’s length. 

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY & EXCELLENCE

Centralized services & assets: Lack of the required skill-set in the local markets as well as cost efficiency 
reasons have led Telecom operators to further centralize the provision of services and assets, which need to be 
remunerated at arm’s length. At the same time, withholding taxes may pose a particular challenge.

Digitalization of customer interaction: To lower pre- and post-sales costs, the customer interaction also 
increasingly moves to digital channels. Inbound and outbound call centers in central locations serve regional 
customer needs. Hence, affiliated entities are more and more involved in generating customer revenue and serving 
the customer, thereby posing additional transfer pricing challenges for the allocation of both revenue and costs.

Partnerships: Telecom operators enter into partnerships and sale-and-lease back arrangements (e.g. for towers, 
subsea cables) in order to decrease investment costs and still be able to to reap the benefits of the particular asset. 
Every contributor needs to be compensated, and transfer pricing tools may help in determining a market 
remuneration, both intercompany (i/co) as well as to external parties.



Our Transfer Pricing Experience in the Telecom Industry
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Challenge: As part of the new service offerings and to combat 

declining sales in their traditional fixed line and mobile products, more 

and more Telecom operators offer TV services to subscribers. Content 

is often sourced externally, but Telecom operators may also develop 

their own channels internally. Telecom operators must therefore 

determine an appropriate remuneration for the access to content or 

even proprietary TV channels intra-group by the local operations. 

By this, all parties contributing to the generation of value in the 

transaction are to be compensated at arm’s length.

Our Approach: We have designed transfer pricing systems for parts 

of the value chain for the TV service as well as the entire value chain. 

This may include the sourcing or development of content, the 

production of a TV channel in-house, the generation of 

advertisement revenue, as well as the sale of the proprietary 

TV service to customers through local operating entities. We aim to 

develop systems that simplify the transaction flows, while ensuring 

that revenues from subscriptions fees and advertisement sales are 

appropriately apportioned to the entities performing value-adding 

functions and owning programming contracts/broadcasting rights. 

TV CONTENT & CHANNEL DEVELOPMENT

Challenge: Telecom operators currently provide MFS in over 90 

countries, enhancing financial inclusion across the developing world. 

MFS are typically managed locally by a dedicated related entity holding 

a banking license and operating under the supervision of a separate 

competent authority. At the same time, both entities, the MFS and the 

Telecom entity may be interdependent in providing services to 

each other, granting access to customers, sharing the network, 

etc. Hence, Telecom operators must price these i/co transactions to 

ultimately determine the costs and revenues of both entities.

Our Approach: We conduct transfer pricing analyses to help clients 

identify the activities, assets and related risks that contribute to the 

development of the MFS business. Based on the relevant facts and 

circumstances of each client, we determine arm’s length transfer prices 

for domestic i/co transactions between Telecom operating entities 

and MFS entities, as well as for the cross-border use of shared 

trademarks, platforms, and services.

MOBILE FINANCIAL SERVICES (MFS)



Our Transfer Pricing Experience in the Telecom Industry
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Challenge: Advances in digitalization have propelled Telecom 

operators to develop digital services. With new opportunities come 

new challenges for transfer pricing as companies must address:

• Which functions create particular value in the ideation, creation, 

development and deployment of digital services?

• What remuneration is appropriate for these functions?

• Which party (and hence, jurisdiction) is entitled to the returns 

from the provision of such digital services?

Our Approach: Understanding the relative contributions to the value 

chain is key for new service lines, such as digital services. Through our 

economic models, we are able to single out the value of individual 

functions in the digital services value chain. As a result, we map 

out and determine the appropriate returns for each party in the value 

chain and transfer these findings into a lean and manageable 

transfer pricing system. 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN THE SPHERE OF DIGITALIZATION

Challenge: In today’s digital age, demand for data storage solutions is 

on the rise. In response, Telecom operators develop service offerings, 

which integrate data storage into one-stop-shop solutions, thereby 

reaping upselling opportunities (e.g. cloud-based solutions, IT “as a 

service” solutions, and managed services). Finally, many Telecom 

operators manage data centers that are hosted by a group member 

and used by related entities for internal purposes as well as to sell data-

related services to local businesses.

Our Approach: We support our clients in delineating these multiple 

data center services into their individual components (solution 

design, data storage, solution sales, data transmission, etc.), 

to determine a holistic arm’s length remuneration scheme for each 

party involved in the provision of said services, taking into account 

potential comparable transactions with external companies.

DATA CENTRE SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS



Our Transfer Pricing Experience in the Telecom Industry
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Challenge: The procurement function is a key component of the 

overall supply chain in the capital-intensive Telecom industry. When 

Telecom operators centralize the procurement function, challenges 

arise on how to determine an arm’s length remuneration for such 

services, as savings and favorable terms stemming from pure 

economies of scale have to be distinguished from savings stemming 

from e.g. negotiation know-how.

Our Approach: In order to determine an arm’s length remuneration 

for centralized procurement, we first calculate the annual benefit based 

on the cost savings stemming from the negotiation know-how 

of the function. Next, we help our clients in selecting an appropriate 

measure to determine the allocation of the annual benefit amongst 

relevant entities. In the last step, we take local contributions to the 

cost savings into account. The application of these steps ensures that 

the remuneration paid by each entity for the procurement function is at 

arm’s length. 

PROCUREMENT

Challenge: In many instances, Telecom operators employ central 

and regional teams, based in one or more locations, providing 

industry-specific (e.g. commercial services in mobile, technical 

network services) and non-industry specific (e.g. HR, Legal, 

Treasury) services. Telecom operators must design remuneration 

mechanisms that capture the different nature of the services and 

allocate the arm’s length charge across the various jurisdictions. 

Industry-specific services are particularly challenging as they create 

value for the operations which cannot be benchmarked and may not 

qualify for a cost-plus remuneration scheme.

Our Approach: We help clients in structuring an arm’s length 

remuneration system for industry-specific and non-specific services. 

With respect to industry-specific services that lack comparables, the 

value created from such services constitutes the first reference point 

for the arm’s length remuneration. We determine the applicable i/co 

remuneration based on value creation and design the charge-out 

mechanism to the related parties. With respect to non-industry specific 

services, we help clients to implement BEPS-compliant lean and 

manageable i/co fee structures, that also address further taxation 

challenges.

CENTRALIZED SERVICES



Our Transfer Pricing Experience in the Telecom Industry
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Challenge: Telecom operators either own or purchase indefeasible 

right of use (IRU) to obtain capacity required to provide broadband 

and fixed line services. Issues often arise with regards to the intra-

group allocation of revenues from sales of IRUs across 

international waters. In the past it has been common practice to 

allocate revenues from the leasing of bandwidth capacity based on each 

entity’s investments into the respective communications system. This 

practice however disregards the impact that functions such as sales 

and technology may have in generating value.

Our Approach: We support cable owners in determining an arm’s 

length price for the leasing of IRUs taking into account agreement 

terms such as bandwidth, length, route, timeframe, together with the 

high value-adding functions performed by the various entities of 

the Telecom Group.

We also perform valuations of complex assets, such as subsea 

cable assets, in instances when such assets are 

transferred/centralized intra-group.

LEASING OF BANDWIDTH CAPACITY

Challenge: Platforms are one technological backbone in the Telecom 

industry, allowing for the release of products such as Video-on-

Demand, M2M, TV, and other services. In order to benefit from 

economies of scale, learning, and expertise, platforms are often 

developed by means of central know-how and owned by a specific 

entity incurring operating and maintenance related costs. Challenges 

arise when MNEs must determine:

1. what remuneration is attributable to the platform’s developer; 

2. what fee should be charged for the right to use the platform; 

3. what fee should be charged for the provided operations and 

maintenance services.

Our Approach: We have extensive experience in both, performing 

valuations of assets including platforms used in the Telecom 

industry as well as in structuring and determining licensing fees 

for the rights to use (tangible and intangible) assets. Based on such 

valuations we are able to determine an arm’s length fee to be charged 

by the platform developer and owner for the granting of the license to 

related entities as well as by the platform operator for its maintenance 

services. 

CENTRAL PLATFORMS



Our Transfer Pricing Experience in the Telecom Industry
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Challenge: Telecom operators rely on global, regional and 

product brands to promote their offerings and differentiate 

themselves from competitors. Such brands are often used and 

developed by various entities within the same group. Particularly 

complex transfer pricing issues arise when dual-branding 

strategies are pursued, and local brands are used in conjunction 

with global brands. Other common transfer pricing issues arise 

when local entities exploit global/regional brands developed by 

affiliates. 

Our Approach: We employ economics-based methods to assess 

the actual value created by individual Telecom trademarks 

(e.g. revenue increase, cost savings), based on a rigorous quantification 

methodology of how and where the trademark value actually manifests. 

We do not rely on CUP analyses and benchmarking studies, but rather 

focus on analyzing the financial impact a specific trademark has 

on the local operations. Thereby, we are able to separate the value 

created through local and global brands. We have applied and 

defended these methods in all continents.

Furthermore, we perform comprehensive economic analyses in order 

to help clients determine how royalties should be split intra-group, 

based on each party’s relative contribution to the development, 

enhancement, maintenance, protection and exploitation of each brand.

BRAND VALUATIONS



Our Transfer Pricing team
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We help our clients by determining and defending the remuneration for service, IP, and finance i/co 

transactions globally. Our methods are based on the most recent local and OECD/BEPS guidelines, 

employ state-of-the art economic models and are tailored to the case at hands. We support our Clients in 

designing their TP Policy, defending these in tax audits, and providing compliant TP documentation as 

well as second opinions on existing TP policies.

TP POLICY SET-UP

We support our clients in designing global 
holistic Transfer Pricing Policies:

• Setting up of TP Policies upon business 
changes, M&A, or changes in regulations

• Assessing the arm’s length value for the 
i/co transfer of goods, services, IP, and 
financing

• Structuring of i/co license systems for 
brand, technologies, and know-how

• Designing the arm’s length structure for 
R&D/Service Cost Contribution Arrangements

• Implementing and defending TP Policies 
locally

TP DOCUMENTATION AND APA

We assist our clients in implementing global 
transfer pricing documentation:

• Master file, Country file and Country-by-
country Reporting, according to the latest 
OECD/BEPS regulations

• Customer-tailored economic analyses to 
assess the arm’s length nature of i/co 
transactions

• Economic support to law firms in Advance 
Pricing Agreements with the authorities

• Second opinions and review of current 
transfer pricing documentation

TAX AUDITS

We defend our clients in local tax audits and 
tax litigation proceedings:

• Evaluation of the economic benefits 
stemming from (centrally) provided services 
and intangibles for local tax audits (“Benefit 
tests”)

• Valuation of complex transactions subject 
to tax assessments (e.g. intangibles, licensing, 
services, etc.) and potential exit taxation

• Pre/in tax audit risk assessments & 
defensive strategies

• Expert testimony in court
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Working with us
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Dedicated

We take a keen interest in 
our clients, fostering a 
partnership-based relation

You can expect …

• A relation-based and 

client-oriented approach

• Seniority in the team

• Partnership

We as consultants live it by  …

• Regular follow-ups

• Replying to emails quickly

• Being accessible

Creative

We listen with the intent to 
understand the client’s 
need; then tailor a creative 
solution to meet that need

You can expect …

• Creative, different solutions 

> best practice

• Sector or problem specific 

knowledge and insight

We as consultants live it by  …

• Keeping an open mind

• Listening > talking

• Always taking the client’s 

concrete situation as own 

point of departure

PIC

Pragmatic

We endeavor to find 
practical solutions 
grounded in facts

You can expect …

• A solution-oriented 

approach

• Results with real impact

• Clearly communicated 

results

We as consultants live it by  …

• Being flexible when new 

issues arise

• Focusing on 

problem/solution > 

process/theory

PIC

Candid

We provide credible and 
constructive advice to 
solve the challenge at 
hand

You can expect …

• Integrity

• Sincere feedback

• Open dialogues

• Leadership 

We as consultants live it by  …

• Voicing our sincere opinion

• Taking ownership of the task 

and its solution 

• Providing truthful and 

constructive advice

PIC
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